**Advanced Rules Management (ARM)**

Making Rules Business Friendly

**What is ARM?**

Designed especially for Appian customers, ARM provides a business friendly user experience to create and maintain decision table rules. ARM is a simple Appian bolt-on that offers business users the ability to define, test, modify and analyze decision table rules through a simple, intuitive and mobile enabled User Interface built using latest features of Appian.

**Decision Table Rules**

A decision table rule accepts a number of input parameters, applies certain logical conditions to those parameters and produces a result.

These Rules are often embedded into code written by developers, restricting business users the ability to make changes on-the-fly.

---

**Leverage ARM to build Business Friendly rules for your Appian and non-Appian applications.**

- Mobile Enabled Experience
- Business Friendly
- On-the-fly Agility
- Detailed Rules Log
- Granular Permissions
- Audit Trail
- Analysis Reports
- API Gateway
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